STAINLESS STEEL CLEANERS & POLISHES

A. Stainless Steel Cleaner Wipes
Stainless steel cleaner and polish in a convenient towel form. Clean, polish and
protect stainless surfaces and prevent water marks and corrosion. For use on
stainless steel, chrome and aluminum. NSF Certified. 9 1⁄4 x 10 1⁄2 wipe.
No.
Wipes Per Container
Qty./Case
Case
DYM 91930
30
6
DYM 91970
70
6

B. Metal Polish Wipes
A

C

B

Low-ammonia formula provides a protective coating while removing oxidation.
Premoistened wipe eliminates the messy squeezing, dipping and pouring of
liquid cleansers, while restoring the shine of metal surfaces. 18 x 10 1⁄2 . 18 wipes
per resealable pack. 12 packs per case.
DYM 90218

Case

C. Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish Spray
Cleans, polishes and preserves the high luster of stainless steel. Removes water
marks, grease, film and fingerprints from stainless steel, aluminum, chrome,
copper and brass. Formula leaves behind an invisible protective finish. NSF
Certified. 20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
DYM 20920

Case

D

D. Stainless Steel Polish and Cleaner
Removes greasy film and water marks. Resists fingerprints and streaking.
Preserves surfaces against deterioration. Also works on Formica®, porcelain,
fiberglass, enamel, plastic, leather and furniture. NSF/USDA Classification A7.
No.
Size
Qty./Case
Case
SSI 1
10-oz. Aerosol
12
SSI 2
Quart
12
Gallon
4
♦SSI 4

E

F

E. BRASSO® Metal Polish
Clean, polish and protect brass, copper, chrome, stainless steel, pewter, bronze
and aluminum. For a brilliant shine and a smooth, polished surface, choose
BRASSO®. Use it on metal furniture, lamps, brass door handles, chrome and
stainless steel trim, appliances, carpet rods, copper-bottom cookware, stainless
steel sinks and more. 8-oz. bottle. 8 bottles per case.
REC 89334

Case

F. Twinkle® Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish
G

H

Water-based formula removes grease, dirt, fingerprints, smudges and water
marks from stainless steel, brass, aluminum and chrome. Leaves no residue or
greasy film. Protects against resoiling. Contains no CFCs. NS FC1 registered.
Light lemon fragrance. 17-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
DVO 91224

H. Granite & Stone Cleaners

68

G. TEMP™ Paste Cleaner and Polish
Polishes tile, enamel, metal and porcelain. Also for use as a graffiti remover.
Mildly abrasive formula quickly removes stubborn stains. Easy to use—simply
wipe on and wipe off. Safe on most surfaces, including sinks, bathroom stalls,
tubs and cement walls. 1 1⁄2 -lb. tub. 12 tubs per case.
DVO 4410279

Case

Case

Can't fnd what you need? Call & let us help. See p. 2 symbol legend.

15-LG-AN

Gentle protection for premium surfaces. Nature made them beautiful, and now
you can keep them that way! Premium formula cleans, shines and restores a
like-new glow to granite, sealed stone and man-made surfaces. Non-toxic and
biodegradable formula is safe for food preparation surfaces. Made with organic
coconut oil. Fragrance from essential oils. USDA Certified Biobased 96%. Kosher
and Leaping Bunny Certified. Mandarin Orange scent. 18-oz. trigger spray bottle.
8 bottles per case.
SEV 22858 ● NEW

Case
/mc

